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President’s Message: 

Well folks, the Pres. has escaped for a well deserved 
vacation so please allow me to toss in a message or 
two his absence. 
 
Spring Flying at Stetson Field:  
Use some care and good sense as we melt the snow 
and get VERY wet like every spring around this time. 
The road, parking lot and pit areas are particularly vul-
nerable to damage. If things are saturated and soft, it 
would be a good idea to NOT damage the field and 
wait till it dries up a bit. Your good sense can save eve-
ryone a lot of repair work later on! 
 
Safety Checks:  
Have you completed your spring maintenance checks 
yet? A thorough inspection and upgrade as needed of 
the airframe, fuel system, control systems, and elec-
tronics is due now, before flying. 
Cycle those receiver and transmitter batteries and 
make certain you know their capacity. If capacity has 
dropped to 70% or less of rating, replace them NOW. 
Do a ground run test before flying and ensure all oper-
ates properly with engine running, etc. The engine 
vibrations can show up issues before you loose a plane 
in the air. 
 
First Flights: 
Take it easy for a few flights. Get the rust off the 
thumbs, practice your takeoffs and landings and be 
super-wary of any strange aircraft behaviors. 
 
I have inserted a David Scott article on takeoffs and 
landing circuits just for us to refresh ourselves on 
getting back down safely!  
 
New Members: 
Each spring we see a fresh group of new flyers join us. 
Please introduce yourself and welcome our newest 
enthusiasts to the Stetsons. Help them learn the ropes 
and offer assistance as they learn our procedures.  

 
Volunteers Needed: 
As we get closer to the active flying season at Stetson 
Field, please volunteer your time to help with field 
maintenance, with helping at our flight schools and at 
our major events, and of course, please volunteer 
your help to others who look like they might need a 
hand. 
I can’t count all the times in the last 4 years at Stet-
sons that someone has saved the day for me by loan-
ing a tool, a missing bolt, a starter, prop, glow plug, 
some CA and balsa, a bit of covering  or tape, and the 
list goes on… 
So be a friend...lend a hand and a part when you can! 
You will be repaid in spades with friendship and grati-
tude from your fellow Stetsons! 
 
See you all real soon, Stetsons! 
 
Gary Robertson, just filling in for: 
 
Daniel Marcotte 
President 
Stetson Flyers Model Airplane Club 
www.stetsonflyers.com 

Coming Events: 

March 26:  Regular Club Meeting. 7:30 PM 

Special Guest Speaker: Isabel Deslauriers:   

Setup and radio programming seminar. 

Tuesday April 23:  7pm at  D & S Southern Comfort 
B.B.Q restaurant, Carlsbad Springs:  Stetson Flight 
School: Ground School Night. 

Tuesday May 7: Stetson Flight School: 

First Flight Day, weather and field conditions per-
mitting. 

Wed. May 8: Aerobatic Interest Group: 

First Aerobatics Day. Come on out! 

 
Our website address:  http://www.stetsonflyers.com 



Club Officials and Contacts 

President Daniel Marcotte 613-299-1970  

Vice-President Hal MacDonald 613-764-1950 

Secretary John Jackson 613-445-5726 

Membership Daniel Marcotte 613-299-1970  

Treasurer John Jackson 613-445-5726 

Chief Flying Instructor Simon Nadler  613-883-3367  

Webmaster Simon Nadler 613-883-3367  

Newsletter Gary Robertson        613 746- 4209 

Events Coordinator Gary Robertson 613-746-4209  

Field Coordinator Marc Lanthier            613-700-0281 

Safety Officer:  Hal MacDonald         613-764-1950 

Contact your executive at:  contact@stetsonflyers.com 

 Snail Mail Address:  

The Stetson Flyers Model Airplane Club 

3940 Innes Road 

PO Box 91542 

Please visit our web site at  

http://www.stetsonflyers.com 

 

Our web site is hosted as a 

community service by 

 

Newsletter Questions and Answers 

 

Not Getting Yours? 

Get us your correct email address and we’ll get you 

on the list! 

 

Meetings: The Stetson Flyers meet at 7:30 on the 

last Tuesday of each month, except for December, 

June, July or August.  The meetings are held at the 

Canada Aviation Museum in the Bush Theatre. 

Bring and Brag: 

Each meeting we encourage members and guests to 

bring something of interest to show to the group.  It 

could be a new plane, a build in progress, or a demo 

of a technique.   

Use the back door to the museum!   

To get to the back door follow the road around to the 

extreme left side of the museum.  Pass through the 

gate in the perimeter fence and proceed to the back 

door. 

Photo Credits: 

Unless noted otherwise, photos in this newsletter are 

by our webmaster Simon Nadler, our newsletter edi-

tor John Jackson, or our Vice President Hal MacDon-

ald. 

 

Want to propose something? 

Members in good standing can bring motions from 

the floor at any regular meeting.  The motion will 

need to be seconded, then discussed and voted on by 

the members present.    Sometimes the outcome is 

that the motion is tabled so more information, impli-

cations, etc. can be gathered and presented. 

You can help speed up the process by giving the exec-

utive a “heads up”  by sending an email to con-

tact@stetsonflyers.com, ideally before the executive 

meeting which happens the Tuesday  before a regular 

meeting.  This will allow the executive team a chance 

to research the idea in advance of the meeting and 

gather any required information. 

Club Dues 2013: 

General Member :                                            $80.00 

Student Member: (21 Years old and under, full time stu-
dent)                                                              $40.00 

Junior Member: (18 Years old and under)    $40.00 

Family Membership :(Two adults plus youth/students)

                                                               $130.00 

MAAC Membership:  (required)                $90.40 

Please obtain your MAAC membership from MAAC direct-

ly. This is easily done online at www.maac.ca  

http://www.stetsonflyers.com
mailto:contact@stetsonflyers.com
mailto:contact@stetsonflyers.com


Call for Volunteers: 

Your flying buddies need your help! As everyone knows, many hands make light work. 

Please step forward and volunteer to assist at  the events noted above. 

The Ed Rae Fun Fly, the new Scale over Ottawa, IMAC Canadian Nationals and Scott’s IMAA Giant Scale & 

Pig Roast are our four big events this year, and each could use many helpers. 

Canteen help, scribes and runners at the IMAC contest,  registration table,  flight line helpers, event spe-

cific duties and general assistance plus cleanup are all required on the day of the event.   

You CAN enter the events and also assist with some of the tasks too! It’s allowed and appreciated. 

Send us an email if there is a job you are willing to take on. It’s never too early! 



 

 

Meeting Minutes: 26 Feb 2013 

Meeting start time:19:40 hrs. 

37 Club members and guests in attendance. 

Motion to open: Bob Butterworth, 2nd Jim Savage 

New members/guests:  Todd Curtis, and Alexandre Car-
reau. 

Minutes from last meeting accepted: Dave Martin, 2nd 
Scott Clarke. 

Treasurer’s report as per presentation:, motion to accept:  
Scott Clarke, 2nd Jim Savage – Carried. 

Webpage: Simon reported no issues; several comments 
from the floor that the main page is slow to open; Simon 
to investigate. 

Field Report: Marc outlined several items pertaining cur-
rently to the flying field and those projected for the 
spring/summer time frame.  Several items mentioned in-
cluded propane tanks frozen to the ground, and use care 
when using the barbeque in the cold, to avoid breaking 
the plastic knobs.  Emphasis will be to maintain the flying 
to last year’s standard while striving to limit cost.  Any un-
used field maintenance money would then be re-allocated 
into the “Relocation Fund”. 

CFI Report:  Simon noted ½ dozen students are signed up 
for “Ground/Flight school”. Cap of sixteen students, with a 
$20.00 charge for training supplies for new students (one 
time cost).  Call for instructors for the 2013 Flight training 
season. Those interested, please contact Simon. 

Safety Report:  Hal commented winter is the perfect time 
to inspect your fleet of aircraft/helicopters prior to the 
busy flying season.  Slowly go over your entire aircraft, 
verifying structural integrity of wing/firewall, engine 
mount, servo mounts, control horns, landing gear, fuel 
tank, electrical components, covering etc. It is also a good 
idea to closely check your avionics and battery in detail. 
Don’t forget to check out your transmitter and ground 
equipment as well.  (fuel pump, glow starter etc., and 
fresh fuel). Any doubts on the serviceability of parts 
or components: always error on the side of safety – 
replace.  Remember, the pilot is responsible for the 
airworthiness and safety of their aircraft at all time. 

Events Report:  Daniel, as per general meeting presenta-
tion - slide show; 

Old business:  As per slide presentation. 

New Business:  Scale over Ottawa event.  Simon presented 
an overview of the Scale over Ottawa, a two day event.  

 

 Scale over Ottawa 2013 is the ONLY combined scale com-
petition boot-camp & fun fly event in Canada! 

This two day event will showcase scale RC aircraft in a 
MAAC sanctioned competition Boot-camp on Saturday 
July 20 and a relaxed and friendly scale only fun fly on Sun-
day July 21. 

This is the perfect opportunity to learn all there is to know 
about fun scale by competing and learning as you go in a 
boot-camp atmosphere. We will walk you through it all ! 

For further information, contact Simon Nadler or go to 
http://scaleoverottawa.ca/ 

Grass cutting:  Our last years contractor, Jackie has stated 
that she will not be able to cut the grass for the 2013 fly-
ing season.  Daniel Marcotte is to research several con-
tractors and get back to the general membership with de-
tails 

Motions/ Discussions from the floor:  None. 

50/50 Draw, $45.00 to the winner, Barry Hanna. 

Motion to Adjourn:  John Rest, 2nd Gary Baker.  Time 8:45 

Evenings Special Event:  R/C related videos compiled by 
Simon. 

10cc Gasser! This is really interesting! 

 John is ready for IMAC! 

http://scaleoverottawa.ca/


LAND LIKE A PRO 

 

by David Scott for Model Airplane News 

We’ve all heard the old adage, Takeoffs are optional; landings 

are mandatory. Bringing a plane back to the ground safely is a 

pilot’s top goal. Unfortunately, one of the hardest maneuvers 

for an RC airplane to perform is the landing, and it is the first 

one that we pilots must learn to perfect to keep our models 

intact. How should you get started? Read through these tips, 

and then go to the field and practice! 

 

FIRST THINGS FIRST: To ensure a good landing, the first 

thing you have to do is trim out the plane so that it flies with a 

predictable sink rate at slow speeds. If you cannot slow down 

the model, you have no hope of ever making a successful land-

ing. Start at a relatively safe altitude, and bring the throttle 

stick back so that the engine slows down and the plane begins 

to lose altitude. You will have to feed in some up-elevator to 

increase the plane’s level angle of attack. If you continue to 

feed in up-elevator, the plane will eventually enter a stalled 

condition and will either drop a wing or fall forward. Practice 

entering and exiting this stall speed so that you know the speed 

at which the plane will travel before it enters the stall. Now you 

know your plane’s slowest speed; this is the speed you want 

just before touchdown. Knowing how to control your plane’s 

speed so that it can fly with a predictable sink rate and land at 

the slowest possible speed is the first step toward perfecting 

your landing. 

 

Landing Pattern: 

A good landing starts out with a good landing traffic pattern. 

Start your landing pattern by entering the crosswind leg and 

then turn into the downwind leg. Turn into the base leg, start 

your descent and then set up your final approach. All your 

turns should be 90 degrees. 

Using a landing pattern contributes to your touchdown’s per-

fection; emulate the same landing pattern that full-size aircraft 

use. Start by traveling into the wind and away from you. Your 

landing pattern will have a rectangular shape with four distinct 

90-degree turns. Enter your first turn, and travel the upwind 

crosswind leg of the landing pattern so that the plane has 

about 100 feet of altitude. Your second 90-degree turn will also 

be in the same direction and should set up the downward leg 

so that the plane will be traveling parallel to the runway on the 

opposite side of the field and away from you. Fly the plane 

straight and level until it enters a spot directly in front of your 

location; then reduce the throttle to about 75 percent and 

begin your descent. Execute another 90-degree turn in the 

same direction, and begin flying the plane into the downwind, 

crosswind, base-leg descent. You should reduce your throttle to 

about 50 percent and let the plane’s altitude drop to about 50 

feet before you turn into the final 90-degree turn. Remember 

to use the throttle to control the rate of descent and the eleva-

tor to control the speed. At your last 90-degree turn into the 

final approach, have the plane lined up fairly well with the run-

way; you can make minor adjustments along the way to touch-

down. Now the plane will head into the wind, exactly as it 

should. Depending on your plane, the throttle should be re-

duced to somewhere between 25 percent and idle. Most im-

portantly, remember to keep the wings level on the final ap-

proach. Use your rudder to move the plane left to right, and 

line it up with the runway; use the ailerons only to keep the 

wings level. Aim for an imaginary spot just above the end of the 

runway. When the plane is lined up, it should cross the end of 

the runway at about 10 to 15 feet above it. 

 

http://www.modelairplanenews.com/blog/2011/07/10/land-like-a-pro/
http://www.modelairplanenews.com/blog/author/hollyh/
http://cdn5.modelairplanenews.com/wp-content/uploads/2011/07/IMG_2074.jpg?450c8e


THE FLARE: 

 Just before touchdown, all pilots have to perform one of the 

most precise maneuvers known: the flare. The flare requires 

exact timing at the moment just before touchdown so that the 

plane lands softly without bouncing back into the air. The 

height at which you should flare varies according to the plane 

you’re flying. Pull back on the elevator, and raise the nose of 

the plane just enough to slow it down; then perform a stall with 

the wheels barely above the ground. If this is done correctly, 

the plane will softly greet the runway and do a smooth rollout. 

If it’s done too soon, you risk tip-stalling the plane and having 

one wing touch down before the wheels, thereby causing a 

spectacular cartwheel down the runway. Or, the plane could 

drop onto the runway and spring back into the air with little or 

no airspeed. If you flare too late, the plane could also bang 

down on the runway and bounce back into the air with little or 

no airspeed. Being in the air with no airspeed is a sure-fire reci-

pe for disaster! If you do find yourself in this predicament, it is 

best to add power and fly around for another try. That’s all 

there is to it; almost any plane can land following this approach. 

Heavy-scale planes and fast jets require more speed for landing 

than slow, high-wing trainers. This is why the first step in our 

process–practicing slow-speed stalls with altitude proves so 

valuable in discovering a plane’s stall speed. Every plane is 

different, so be sure to do your homework here.  

In a crosswind landing, you should set up a crab heading angle 

that produces a straight tracking path. The stronger the cross-

wind, the larger the crab angle needs to be. 

A smooth and consistent approach angle is also very important. 

Use throttle to control the descent rate and keep the wings 

level. Aim for an imaginary spot just above the runway, and 

cross the end of the runway at an altitude of about 10 to 15 

feet. 

Thinking backward: 

 Many pilots encounter problems when the plane is coming 

towards them, and all of the controls are reversed. Over time, 

this becomes second nature, but in the beginning, it can be 

quite bewildering. If you are just learning how to land, try to 

keep in mind that when the plane is coming towards you and 

one of the wings drops, you’ll have to move the aileron stick in 

the direction of the lower wing to raise it up. Remember, when 

the plane is coming towards you, you are looking at a mirror 

image of it. Left becomes right, and right is left. With the plane 

low to the ground, all of your stick movements should be done 

slowly. That way, if the plane does start to head in the wrong 

direction, it will travel just a short distance before you apply 

corrective measures. Smooth slow-stick movements will pre-

vent potential disasters more often than they will cause them. 

Another trick is to angle your body in the direction the plane is  

flying and look over your shoulder, so the sticks won’t have the 

opposite orientation. The bottom line is that “backward think-

ing” will eventually become second nature. Use any crutch that 

helps until you have gained experience.  

Crosswind landings: 

 

Crosswind landings are among the most difficult situations. If 

you have practiced all of the basic steps to landing, such as 

mastering a standardized landing pattern and using elevator to 

control speed, throttle to control altitude, ailerons to keep the 

wings level and rudder to steer the plane at slow speeds, you 

won’t find cross-wind landings so difficult. Regardless of the 

wind conditions, the key to any landing is a good approach. If 

you aren’t happy with your landing approach, call it off and 

come around again. Consistently following a rectangle pattern 

every time you land your plane will improve your odds of a 

good approach. To maintain better control, it is good practice to 

keep your approach speed a little above what you would nor-

mally use, especially in gusty winds.  

When landing in a crosswind, the plane has a tracking path (the 

direction in which the plane is traveling). If you use a technique 

called “crabbing,” the plane also has a heading direction (the 

direction in which the plane’s nose is pointed). The strength 

and direction of the crosswind will determine how much crab 

angle you will need to keep the plane on a straight track down 

the center of the runway. For example, a 15mph wind coming 

across the runway at a 10-degree angle will make little differ-

ence on your landing approach; however, a 15mph wind com-

ing across the runway at 45 degrees will require some compen-

sation on your part during landing. A 15mph wind coming 

across the runway at 90 degrees will require total concentration 

on landing. 

Establish a natural crab angle so that the plane tracks parallel 

down the runway with the fuselage slightly angled into the 

wind (the angle will be dictated by the crosswind). Use the rud-

der to turn the nose into the wind and the ailerons to keep the 

wings level. If you have too much or too little crab angle, the 

plane will start to track off course, so adjust your rudder ac-

cordingly to get the plane to track straight down the runway.   



 
Once the plane is about a foot or two above the runway, slowly 

apply opposite rudder so that the fuselage straightens out par-

allel to the runway, and flare the plane as you normally would. 

Remember to move all of your controls (including the rudder) 

slowly. Moving the rudder quickly at this slow speed could 

cause a spin, and that’s the last thing you want. After a bit of 

practice, you’ll never fear crosswind landings again. 

COMPUTER ASSISTANCE: 

Using a computer radio will allow you to incorporate some mix-

ing programs that can make landing your aircraft just a bit easi-

er. If your plane is equipped with flaps, you can program a mix 

so that once the flaps drop down to slow the plane, the elevator 

automatically compensates for the extra lift by applying some 

down trim. Even if your plane doesn’t have flaps, you can set up 

a mixture to have the ailerons drop down and act as flaps while 

still working as ailerons.  This is often called flaperons. This will 

slow your plane down but still give you the aileron control you 

need to keep the wings level. Other mixes that could help with 

landing the plane include one that automatically applies a little 

up-elevator as the motor is throttled back. This will keep the 

plane flying level at slower speeds. Another mix could be set so 

that when the rudder is applied, it gives opposite ailerons to 

keep the plane level. Dual rates would be helpful to have so that 

when the plane slows down, you can switch to high rates and 

have more control throw. This is equivalent to having more con-

trol authority at slower speeds. The ultimate mixing program for 

landing is one that puts the plane in a landing mode. With one 

flip of a switch, you can have the plane lower the landing gear 

(if equipped with retracts); lower the flaps; incorporate a rud-

der/aileron mix to keep the turns flat; automatically adjust the 

elevator to compensate for the extra lift generated by the flaps; 

and switch all of the control servos to high rates. Now your 

plane is set up for a soft, gentle touchdown. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

TOUCHDOWN: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

By following these pointers, you can greatly increase your odds 

of a perfect landing–not just occasionally but consistently. It’s 

important to become as proficient with your landing skills as 

you are with your loops and rolls. Perfecting your expertise at 

bringing your plane in safely is the most cost-effective talent 

you’ll develop! Before you know it, you’ll be landing like a pro. 

BY DAVID SCOTT, 1ST US RC FLIGHT SCHOOL 

http://www.1stusrcflightschool.com


 

FLEDGLINGS… 

 

Happy March new pilots… once again, the weather is teasing us 

about what could be for the upcoming season.  If you are any-

thing like me, this has started an earlier than expected scramble 

to prepare my aircraft for the coming season whilst building my 

next plane as quickly as possible and there is much to be done. 

‘She’ll be right’ is well used term back in New Zealand for as-

suming everything will be fine because it was the last time we 

used it/did it. It is obviously a dangerous attitude to have with 

regard to flying model airplanes. In my mind, assumptions and 

poor preparation is the leading cause of accidents in our hobby. 

That said what should you do? 

I’m not suggesting a long, drawn-out procedure that keeps you 

from flying but a good methodical check of your aircraft and 

radio significantly lowers the risk of accidents or loss of aircraft. I 

suggest the following: 

 Airframe check. Performa good pre-flight check of 

your airplane paying particular attention to glue 

joints, covering and fasteners. The glue that holds 

your plane together and the covering adhesive 

tends to degrade over time and your plane has 

been sitting in storage for five to six months. Miss-

ing screws/nuts/bolts will also lead to a problem. 

 Check for broken parts/airframe and repair them. 

Something may have been broken when you last 

flew or on the last trip home of the season. 

 Perform a thorough check of your radio/electrical 

system. Loose wires/plugs should be replaced or 

repaired. Look for black corrosion around soldered 

joints which can be the start of a problem. 

 Batteries should have been charged for storage 

when you put the aircraft away. Now is a good 

time to cycle them a few times to ensure they are 

still good and can hold a charge and also provide 

good current during discharge. Most modern 

chargers have a cycling function or you can make 

simple dischargers from a few small electronic 

parts. Don’t forget your radio batteries! 

 Hopefully you placed a few drops of after-run oil 

in your glow engines before storing them. If not, 

now is a good time to clean them up and check all 

is well. Add some oil, check the glow plug and re-

place if needed. Bearings should be free and 

smooth. 

 Check your fuel system. Any old fuel left in lines or 

the tank will evaporate leaving the sludgy oil be-

hind. Clean or replace as needed. 

Those of you moving into gas powered aircraft should do the 

same but add replacement of any hardened fuel tubing which 

normally occurs over time with gas. 

Mix some fresh gas to the recommended ratio by your engine 

manufacturer. Stale gas has low octane content and will make 

engine starting difficult if it runs at all. Engines don’t run well 

under these conditions, save yourself time and frustration. 

Ensure that your engine kill system is working exactly as it 

should. Safety is important for all types of aircraft and the ability 

to remotely shut down your engine (or automatically during a 

failure) is necessary and a MAAC requirement (Section 5.0, Giant 

Scale safety code, MAAC.ca). 

 

 

 

 



FLEDGLINGS (cont’d) 

 

First flights 
It is a good idea to take it easy on the first few flights of the new 

season. Ease back into it and get familiar with your plane and 

the various switch assignments on your radio. Even if you have 

been flying all winter or have flown your particular plane for 10 

years, a slower and easier approach usually results in going 

home with an intact airplane. 

Ground School 2013 
Please attend Ground School at the D & S Southern Comfort BBQ 

Restaurant in Carlsbad Springs on Tuesday April 23, 2013. 

This is a free to club member’s event and attempts to cover the 

basics of our great hobby along with answering any and all of 

your questions. Aimed at new students, information for begin-

ner pilots who are already flying also get a good refresher. The 

event starts at 7:00pm sharp. 

Flight School 
Is scheduled to begin the first week of May, 2013. This of course 

is weather dependent and relies on the field condition. Keep an 

eye on the Flight School web page (www.stetsonflyers.com) for 

all the information you need during the season including live 

weather updates on flight school nights (Tuesday’s). 

Students who started last year and have not yet earned their 

wings will be invited via email to return to the school for the 

2013 season. There is a limit of 16 students again this year due 

to the number of available instructors and actual flying time. 

New students must apply via the Flight School web page and will 

be added to the student list until the limit is reached. After that, 

they will be placed on a waiting list and contacted as slots be-

come available. 

Previous students and other club members are welcome to 

attend Tuesday nights but are asked to not fly. The flight line is 

open to current students and instructors only. 

Please contact me at anytime via email for any/all of your ques-

tions, I’m here to help. 

I’m looking forward to the new season! 

 

Simon (Goose) Nadler 

Chief Flying Instructor 

Stetson Model Airplane Club 

Aerobatics Corner: 

Well gang, it’s getting closer and closer. 

In spite of all the white stuff around at this time, the sun 

will win out soon and we will be back at it again: looping 

and rolling and swooping to our delight and enjoyment! 

Wednesday May 8 will be our ‘official’ kick-off day, so lets 

hope for a decent one. Bring what you have and let’s get 

airborne, weather permitting! 

If you are interested in learning aerobatics and improv-

ing your piloting skills, this activity is just the ticket.  

You do NOT need a big expensive aircraft, or XX years fly-

ing experience. Bring what you fly and join in. Learn, 

share your knowledge, and grow with all of us aero-batty 

flyers. We really have fun learning moves and sequences, 

setting up aircraft and programming radios.  

So DO come on out. Meet the gang and have some great 

airborne fun improving your skills! 

As a reminder, we can and should be practicing aerobatics 

on any flight, any day, however Wednesdays are our in-

formal gathering and practicing days when you can bet on 

meeting up with a bunch of other aerobats and sharing 

ideas and knowledge. The BBQ will be going at lunch and 

dinner to provide a little fuel for the pilots! 

We plan to make Wednesdays more interesting this year, 

with some structure to help the start-up learning process 

for newcomers, plus some practice sessions aimed at giv-

ing everyone who wants to, a run-through practice se-

quence and score. This will help our club IMAC Scoring 

team get some practice as well, as we are hosting the 

IMAC National Championships this summer!  

I look forward to flying with everyone again this season, 

and encourage you to let us know if there is something 

we can do to improve the aerobatic training sessions. 

We are ALL students trying to improve our skills, and hav-

ing fun together as we practice and learn is a real blast! 

See you all soon gang, so get ‘em shined and pre-flighted! 

Gary. 

garyr75@hotmail.com 



Winter Fun at Stetson Field! 



2013 is going to be an awesome 

year for the Stetsons.  

Come out and participate. 

Aerobatics, Scale, Fun Fly, IMAA. 

We have it all! Take part and 

learn! Help out! Volunteer! 

See you out there Stetsons! 

 

Garry’s new Twist with 10cc Evolution gas engine. 

President’s speech from the not-so-oval office! Ad-Hoc Committee on “whatever” in session! 

Uh...so is this a hot flash, Sue? Or sun-tanning? 


